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PROSEZ Tool Domain is responsible for
applying tools from the system assets,
proceeding them in an professional
environment and initial Maintenance
processing to compute trustworthiness
metrics and misbehaviors; a
Management component that receives
alerts from the Tool, identifies relevant
threats and controls and selects the
best controls to deploy; and a Tool
domain that actually executes the
whole tool management process.
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PROSEZ Tool domain can run complicated statistical models which take many
features of the organizational tools into account. Tool works by running an
internal forward projection model based on many parameters describing the
organizational tools management procedure, and then controlling, monitoring,
maintaining, and managing the in/output from this model to observed
measurements to manage the organizational tools with a high standard module .

The PROSEZ Tool domain allows the companies to adjust and arrange the tools
in order to decline the risks and manage the all those tools in a well organized
level.



The PROSEZ operation
domain enable the firms
to collect, evaluate, and
select tools that match
with the project and
manage the tools
components on the
easiest, fastest, and
effective way in order to
treasure the tools with
all the details.

To do this successfully,
executives must be more
knowledgeable than ever
as they sort through the
options and select the
right management tools
for their companies. The
PROSEZ operation
domain itself can be as
complicated as the
business issues they
need to solve.

Operation domain choose
the tools that will best
help them make the
business decisions that
lead to enhanced
processes, products and
services—and deliver
superior performance
and profits.



PROSEZ Operation domain 
preserve the intent of three 
aspects unchanged or 
modified that might proved 
accurately describe the 
whole unit.





PROSEZ Fabricate domain enables
organizations to design, shape, and
generate a high standard tool in order to
use it internal or external.

Fabricate is the segment of transition
between the operation and Maintenance
that increase the quality and decline the
Risk. As the prospective of Fabricate
domain is not necessary but an effective
domain to manage and control the
management statements.



PROSEZ Fabricate domain 
outlined into three  main
phases that might proved 
accurately describe the
whole unit.





Maintenance-oriented tools provide soft-
ware tool support for the maintenance process.
Such tools have been identified as a key to
achieving maintenance productivity gains .In
addition to improving productivity, the use of
these tools may contribute significantly to
improving the quality of the software being
maintained.

The importance of functional company facility
management has risen dramatically in recent
years. The reason for this is the increased
pressure on cost reduction and additional value
to the core business of the enterprise.

PROSEZ Maintenance domain used for the
purpose of monitoring, collecting, analyzing and
keeping tools into a high level of standards and
quality improvement.



Alternatively, PROSEZ
Maintenance Domain 
outlined into
five main phases that
create the approaches of a
business express for
coping with a complex
competitive environment.




